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between Snapshot and Rolling Back We use Oracle database. I read the documentation about Snapshot isolation level and I
found the following difference between those two: "Snapshot isolation is the default isolation level. Snapshot isolation only

locks rows that are inserted or deleted by the transaction. In addition to locking rows that are changed, snapshot isolation also
locks rows that are used only by the transaction but that have not been modified in a transaction. This includes rows that are

dropped or updated by the transaction. When you roll back a transaction using snapshot isolation, the rows that were locked by
the transaction are not rolled back. However, if you roll back a transaction using repeatable read isolation level, the rows that

were locked by the transaction are rolled back." Does anybody can explain the main differences between those two? Thank you
in advance. A: There's not much to describe when it comes to Snapshot Isolation. It's the default isolation level in Oracle
Database. Snapshot isolation is a way of providing the two “main” guarantees provided by the isolation levels: Preventing

modification of shared locks by other transactions (i.e. deadlocks) Preventing corruption of the data by concurrent transactions
Q: Traversing Parents in a static Array I have an array of children that are all related to their respective parents. I would like to

access the parent for each child. What is the best way to do this? var parentArr
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